PARKER’S

Exacta: 1-4/1-3-4, $4. Tri: 1-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4, $4. Daily Double: 1-4/5-6, $4.
Super: 1-4/1-3-4/1-2-3-4/all, $2.40. Pick 3: 1-4/5-6/2-5, $4. Pick 4: 1-4/5-6/2-5/5, $4.
ATTA BOY DOUGIE (#1)
Two wins and three really poor efforts in his five races here last year, he shows a
nice string of works leading up to his seasonal debut and looks ready.
Tybee Island (#4)
Excellent effort seven days ago when second in a fast heat for the level, he should
track the top choice right from the start.
Que Chistoso (#3)
While this may be too short for him he is back on dirt, big threat.
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TISDALE (#5)
Doctor Bruce S. (#6)
Awesome Return (#2)

3
SO LUCKY (#5)
Mach One Rules (#2)
Barkley (#4)

4
PEPPER SHARP (#5)
Brilliant Mike (#6)
Cape Agility (#7)

5
LAND OF DIXIE (#4)
Long Game (#6)
Party for One (#1)

6
WHEEL RALLY (#1)
Dobert (#4)
Rosies Baby (#2)

Exacta: 5-6/2-5-6, cost $4.
Trifecta: 5-6/2-5-6/1-2-3-5-6, $6.
Super: 5-6/2-5-6/1-2-3-5-6/all, $3.60. Pick 3: 5-6/2-5/5, cost $2.
Comes off a short rest after finishing third as the favorite last, he might be able to
sprint clear early in this field and prove tough to catch.
Stretch runner ran very well in his only try at this distance when second last
year, he raced very wide in a sprint try last, expect big try.
Even sprint prep race when third last, clearly the move to a route a big help.
Exacta: 2-5/2-4-5, $4. Tri: 2-5/2-4-5/2-3-4-5, $4. Pick 3: 2-5/5/4-6, $4.
Super: 2-5/2-4-5/2-3-4-5/all, $1.60. Pick 7: 2-5/5/4-6/1-4/2-7/2-6/2, $6.40.
Disappointed in his two starts last year but his two-year-old sprints were very
impressive, he will have the lead and the short distance is in his favor.
Top older horse on the ground last year blistered the work tab going 57 & 3 last
week, he clearly is the one to beat.
Obviously he is hard to separate from Mach One Rules, one tough customer.
Exacta: 5/6, 6/5, cost $2.
Trifecta: 5/6/3-7, cost $1.
Super: 5/6/3-7/2-3-7, cost $.40.
Pick 3: 5/4-6/1-2-4, cost $3.
Couldn’t come close to Magnum GT two weeks ago in a sprint but he appears a
much better router and deserves to be heavily bet in this spot.
Exits the same heat as the top choice and he forced the pace before tiring, he
looks the quickest early here, is bred to route and must be caught.
Yet to show much but he appears best of the rest.
Exacta: 4-6/1-4-6, $4. Tri: 4-6/1-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $6. Pick 3: 4-6/1-4/2-7, $4.
Super: 4-6/1-4-6/1-2-3-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, $2.40. Pick 5: 4-6/1-4/2-7/2-6/2-3, $16.
Came to life a bit when third last week in a sprint, his best efforts are at this
distance and he should be on or near the lead right from the start.
Hasn’t won in a long time but he drops to the bottom, tries dirt after several
synthetic efforts and should be close by late.
Another that hasn’t won in a while, works nice, inside draw a plus.
Exacta: 1-4/1-2-4, $4. Tri: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4-5, $6. Pick 3: 1-2-4/2-7/2-6, $6.
Super: 1-4/1-2-4/1-2-3-4-5/1-2-3-4-5-7, $3.60. Pick 4: 1-2-4/2-7/2-6/2-3, $12.
Good win in his debut then he was overmatched in a stakes, he starts this threeyear-old season placed in a good spot by his connections, Bowen rides.
Didn’t show much in his first start on dirt but that was against tougher, he drops
and will be passing many of these in the stretch.
Also dropping in claiming price, she’s facing the boys but would be no surprise.
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Exacta: 2-7/2-5-7, cost $4.
Tri: 2-7/2-4-5-7/2-4-5-7, $6.
Super: 2-7/2-4-5-7/2-4-5-7/2-3-4-5-7, $2.40. Pick 3: 2-7/2-6/2-3, cost $4.
COLLEEN’S DIAMOND (#7) Maker her first start at Emerald today for a barn that has them ready after
layoffs, she also draws perfectly for her style, choice.
Allaboutthatbass (#2)
Raced only once last year but that was a decent effort, workouts are fast and she
is ultra quick early.
Current Sea Xpress (#5)
Looked to need last race when a distant second, she is likely for a piece.
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Exacta: 2-6/1-2-6, cost $4.
Super: 2-6/1-2-6/1-2-3-4-6/all, $3.60.

OH MARVELOUS ME (#6)
Huya (#2)
Hit the Beach (#1)
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Trifecta: 2-6/1-2-6/1-2-3-4-6, $6.
Daily Double: 2-6/2-3, cost $4.
Winner of four races here last year again should get a nice stalking trip, looks
ready off workouts and figures to be well bet.
Dull try at GG in his last but he has four wins on this surface, can act from on
or off the lead early and shows a nice workout since returning to Emerald.
Barn usually races them into shape but this one should be right there from the start.
Exacta: 2-3/2-3-5, cost $4.
Trifecta: 2-3/2-3-5/2-3-5-8-9, $6.
Super: 2-3/2-3-5/2-3-5-8-9/2-3-4-5-7-8-9, cost $4.80.

LIL’ QUARTER CHUTE (#2) Second throughout two weeks ago, he can improve off that effort since it was
his first start of the year but he may only need to repeat it to win.
Yankee Champ (#3)
Exits the same heat as the top choice and he was a bit wide on a day where the
inside was the place to be, extra distance today a bonus.
First time starter has decent breeding and looks fit off workouts, maybe.
Coco Loco (#5)

Today’s Best Bet (s):
PEPPER SHARP in the fourth.

Today’s Longshot:
DOLBERT in the sixth.

Today’s Exotic Play:
Race 5, $.50 Tri: 4-6/1-4-6/1-2-3-4-6, cost $6.

Race Selections for Sunday, May 13th, 2018
Santa Anita
Golden Gate
Hastings Park
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TEQUILA BLANCO (#2)
Haylord (#9)
Besolation Sound (#6)

UNION LEGEND (#2)
The Natural (#5)
On Fire (#4)

BROTHER ROD (#2)
Act Up (#1)
Stoneridge Ruler (#3)

LUCKY OUTCOME (#2)
Marjorie E (#5)
Get Yourself Home (#1)

OUT OFTHE ORDINARY (#4)
Wicked Old Fashion (#1)
Letmetakeaselfie (#3)

GIMME SOME SLACK (#6)
Ezekiel (#2)
Appellant (#4)

CINNAMON TWIST (#5)
Tiger Mom (#4)
Uno Trouble Maker (#1)

WEDDING BLUSH (#4)
Toomuchisnotenough (#1)
Emmy and I (#2)

MY GREYSON (#8)
Silver Dude (#1)
Fashionable Gold (#5)

SKELTON PASS (#6)
Allaboutmike (#7)
Mr. Opportunist (#8)

EVERYBODY DOES IT (#3)
Starring Role (#5)
Loves the Crowd (#6)

HANSEN’S VICTORY (#7)
Always Sunny (#5)
Spring in Alberta (#2)

DEE WAY TO GO (#1)
Veiled Heat (#3)
Secret Offer (#8)

OLLIE’S CANDY (#1)
Sing in the Wind (#3)
Gambler’s Appeal (#5)

ALL UNDER CONTROL (#5)
Coulterberry (#1)
Calgary Caper (#3)

MIDNIGHT SOOT (#2)
Jump the Tracks (#1)
It’s a New Year (#5)

MY GRAND VALENTINE (#8)
Count Hu (#7)
J and L (#6)

CYPRESS PARK (#5)
Sharp Contrast (#6)
Sonoma (#8)

FABOZZI (#2)
Ritzy A.P. (#3)
Oscar Dominguez (#9)

WORLD WIDE BLAME (#6)
River House (#5)
What a Hotty (#4)

LUCKY ENDING (#5)
Red Buffalo (#1)
Mustachio (#2)

SAINT DERMOT (#6)
Hackleton (#8)
Reverend Al (#1)

THE SPIRAL JETTER (#7)
Please Do (#1)
Hal’s Buddy (#6)

IMPRESSION (#4)
Kopitar (#3)
Amazon Cry (#5)

DESERT EXPRESS (#1)
Full Access (#2)
Journey to Run (#4)
A WALK IN THE PARK (#1)
Unusually Striking (#6)
Maycee Jo (#9)

